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Oftentimes in both the social and natural sciences it is necessary to classify cases into 

known groups to better identify and, ultimately, predict outcomes based on a multitude of 

variables.  These applications can be found in situations of ecological mapping and prediction 

(Prasad, Iverson, & Liaw, 2006), large-area land cover mapping (Ghimire, Rogan, Galiano, 

Panday, & Neeti, 2012), psychiatric diagnosis (Zigler & Phillips, 1961), credit risk modeling 

(Zhang &  Härdle, 2010), phishing email detection (Abu-Nimeh, Nappa, Wang, & Nair, 2007), 

and suicide prediction (Mann et al., 2008) among others.  Within the education field, a number of

studies have demonstrated the need for effective classification models in predicting student 

success and academic intervention criteria, specific learning disability diagnosis, and the 

agreement between various measures used in the determination whether to intervene with special

education services (Fletcher, Stuebing, Barth, Miciak, Francis, & Denton, 2014; Stuebing, 

Fletcher, Branum-Martin, & Francis, 2012; VanDerHeyden, 2013).  Despite the sheer diversity 

of situations in which classification analyses are used, much work is yet to be done to improve 

existing methodologies such that findings may be maximally useful to researchers and 

practitioners.

Statistical classification can be defined as the organization of cases into groups based 

upon the values of several predictors (also called inputs or features) in an effort to construct 

prediction models which can be used to classify new cases into these groups (Hastie, Tibshirani, 

& Friedman, 2009).  Due to the nature of data often found in educational settings, of particular 

interest here are methods within the family of supervised classifiers; that is, methods which can 

be used when the outcome groups within the existing data are known for each case.  Once the 

initial models are fit, they can be applied to additional data in which the outcome groups are not 

necessarily known; this process is known as cross-validation (Steyerberg, 2008).
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In the construction of prediction models for classifying cases into known groups, a key 

component that frequently impacts both overall and group-specific accuracy rates is the group 

size ratio (Bolin & Finch, 2014; Finch, Bolin, & Kelley, 2014; Grassi, Villani, & Marinoni, 

2001; Holden, Finch, & Kelley, 2011; Lei & Koehly, 2003).  That is, to what extent the known 

groups are equal in membership, or group size, may profoundly affect the accuracy of the 

classifier used.  A bias toward the larger of two groups becomes evident when one group is 

appreciably larger than the other group (Bolin & Finch, 2014; Holden et al., 2011; Meshbane & 

Morris, 1996; Sanchez, 1974; Tichy & Chytry, 2006).  This bias then results in a high degree of 

accuracy for the larger group, but small-group recovery tends to be notably reduced.  However, 

this is a fundamental problem in classification, as many outcomes in which researchers would 

likely be interested in predicting are relatively low probability events such as student dropout 

(approximately 6.1% of students in the United States; Morris, Wu, & Finnegan, 2005; Lloyd, 

1978; National Center for Education Statistics, 2018), suicide attempts or rates (approximately 

14 in every 100,000 individuals in the United States; Hedegaard, Curtin, & Warner, 2018; 

Ribeiro, Franklin, Fox, Bentley, & Kleiman, 2016), and severe mental illness (approximately 

4.5%; Kessler et al., 2003; National Institute of Mental Health, 2019).  The low-probability 

nature of these events of interest results in highly unequal group sizes when drawing a 

representative or proportional sample from the general population; this probability differential is 

likely to manifest as unequal group sizes.

Often, more traditional techniques such as logistic regression or linear discriminant 

analysis (LDA) are used due to their relative simplicity, historical efficacy, and broad utility.  

Despite this historical inertia, these methods tend to result in a high bias toward the larger of 

groups in situations of unequal group sizes, often to a greater extent than many of the alternative 
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methods.  This bias often manifests in poor small-group recovery despite high overall accuracy 

and large-group recovery (Kessler et al., 2003; Lei & Koehly, 2003; Mann et al., 2008; Morris et 

al., 2005).  As a result of this bias, overall accuracy and larger-group accuracy both increase 

substantially, but often to the detriment of small-group recovery.

One methodological consideration to examine is the cost of misclassification, that is the 

cost of misclassifying cases into either the larger or smaller group (Lin, Lee, & Wahba, 2002).  

When predicting many low probability events, such as suicide attempts or student dropout—with

the goal of providing interventions to mitigate the risk of such deleterious outcomes—the cost of 

misclassifying at-risk individuals as not being at-risk would likely be substantially higher than 

the inverse.  Consequently, obtaining high overall accuracy (OA)—the number of cases correctly

classified relative to the total sample size—may not suffice.  That is, OA rates may be 

sufficiently high, but there may still be bias toward the larger of the outcome groups, thus 

resulting in lower group-specific accuracy rates, despite a higher OA.  Historically, a number of 

accuracy measures, both graphical and numerical, have been used to assess the function of 

classification models, such as the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, the area under 

the curve (AUC), sensitivity (true positive rate) and specificity (true negative rate), cross-

entropy, the Gini index, and large-group recovery (SGR) and small-group recovery (LGR; 

Altman & Bland, 1994; James, Witten, Hastie, & Tibshirani, 2013; Lei & Koehly, 2003; Perlich, 

Provost, & Simonoff, 2003; Powers, 2007).  While there is still contention surrounding which of 

these measures is most accurate, LGR and SGR may be the most easily interpretable due to their 

0.0 – 1.0 scale in which higher values indicate higher accuracy for their respective groups, either 

larger or smaller.  LGR is the number of cases correctly classified into the larger group (Group 0 

in the present study) relative to the total number of cases—both correct and incorrect—classified 
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into that group; SGR is the number of cases correctly classified into the smaller group (Group 1 

in the present study) relative to the total number of cases classified into that group.  LGR and 

SGR are used in the present study along with OA to determine which methods and conditions 

yield the highest SGR, but also to illustrate the patterns of these outcome measures.  Oftentimes, 

classification models with highly unequal groups tend to yield high OA with high LGR and low 

SGR (Holden et al., 2011).  Efforts have been made to determine when instances of these errors 

are likely to occur via direct calculation of the misclassification cost (Nanda & Pendharkar, 

2001), classification model comparisons under a number of unbalanced group conditions (Abu-

Nimeh et al., 2007; Bolin & Finch, 2014; Finch & Schneider, 2007; Lei & Koehly, 2003), and 

cut score comparisons (Lei & Koehly, 2003), but bias remains in cases of unequal group size 

with no particular classifier or correction serving as a singular solution to this problem.

A number of factors have demonstrated salience in affecting overall and group-specific 

accuracy rates including group size ratio, group separation, and sample size.  Sample size, for 

example, has been shown to yield both more stable and more accurate results across iterations in 

previous simulation studies (Bolin & Finch, 2014; Pohar et al., 2007).  An additional key 

difference in accuracy rates can be found as group separation increases and outcome groups 

become more distinct (as often measured by the Mahalanobis distance or standard mean 

difference [i.e. Cohen’s d]).  In classification models with small differences between groups, 

accuracy tends to suffer appreciably (Bolin & Finch, 2014; Lei & Koehly, 2003).  However, 

when groups become increasingly more distinct and separate from one another, classification 

accuracy tends to increase appreciably.  Further, LGR is likely to increase in situations where 

cases within each group are poorly separated such that the true effect between them is rather 

small (Fletcher et al., 2014; Ho & Basu, 2002; Luengo & Herrera, 2012).  In these cases, type II 
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errors (false negative) are likely to increase and the de facto default condition is to assign cases 

close to the cut point (the probability or boundary at which a case is assigned to one group or the 

other) to the larger of the groups, as evidenced in high OA, low SGR, and high LGR (Lei & 

Koehly, 2003).

Current Methods

A number of newer classification methods—such as classification and regression trees 

(CART), random forests (RF), support vector machines (SVM), and Bayesian additive regression

trees (BART)—have arisen and often exceed the more traditional methods such as LDA, QDA, 

and logistic regression in overall and group-specific accuracy (Abu-Nimeh et al., 2007; 

Chipman, George, & McCulloch, 2010; Dietterich, 2000; Statnikov, Wang, & Aliferis, 2008; 

Wei, Yang, Nishikawa, & Jiang, 2005).  While these methods have been compared to variants 

within the same family of models (i.e. comparisons between CART, boosting, and random 

forests; Dietterich, 2000; Statnikov et al., 2008; Wei et al., 2005), there currently have not been 

many comparisons among these methods under varied group size ratios with the explicit purpose 

of maximizing SGR.  In particular, SVM and BART have not been systematically studied under 

the same data conditions as LDA, QDA, CART, and RF.

Of the methods presently discussed, LDA has been most frequently and systematically 

studied under the current conditions of interest, yet it has a tendency toward poor SGR when 

group sizes are unequal (Lei & Koehly, 2003; Mann et al., 2008; Morris et al., 2005; Sanchez, 

1974).  This tendency is magnified when group sizes become increasingly more discrepant, thus 

further diminishing SGR, particularly when groups are not sufficiently distinct (Holden et al., 

2011).  Feldesman (2002) demonstrated that CART tends to be a more effective method than 

LDA when the assumption of multivariate normality is violated.  Additionally, CART 
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demonstrates improved SGR over LDA across a wide range of group separation conditions 

(Holden et al., 2011).

RF has been shown to yield relatively higher SGR rates than LDA, QDA, CART (Abu-

Nimeh et al., 2007; Bolin & Finch, 2014; Brito Filho & Artes, 2018), and SVM (Abu-Nimeh et 

al., 2007) in situations of both equal and unequal group sizes, thus suggesting this may be a key 

method in the present investigation.  SVM has yielded similar results when group sizes are 

unequal (Abu-Nimeh et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2002; Wei et al., 2005), though evidence exists to 

support its capability with equal group sizes as well with accuracy rivaling and exceeding that of 

RF (Statnikov et al,. 2008; Pal, 2005).  SVM also demonstrates accuracy over and above CART 

under a variety of sample and group size, and group separation conditions (Caruana & 

Niculescu-Mizil, 2006).  BART has a notably smaller body of literature supporting it, likely due 

to its relatively short history.  In this time, though, BART has been shown to outperform CART, 

RF, and SVM in detecting phishing emails and in credit risk modeling (Abu-Nimeh et al., 2007; 

Zhang & Härdle, 2010).  Of particular relevance is BART outperforming CART and RF in credit

risk modeling when group sizes are highly unequal (i.e. 20:1 group size ratio; Brito Filho & 

Artes, 2018; Zhang & Härdle, 2010).

 Given this established literature, both more traditional methods, such as LDA and QDA, 

are used alongside the aforementioned newer methods in order to identify the most promising 

techniques for use in situations of highly unequal group sizes.  The present study compares 

several classification methods—LDA, QDA, CART, RF, BART, and SVM—in the context of 

data simulated under various conditions.  Within the simulated data, three different group size 

ratios are used in order to compare the chosen methods on classification accuracy with particular 

attention paid to the SGR rate.  Several conditions, including sample size and group separation 
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(i.e. effect size) were also varied in the data generation process in accordance with previous 

studies comparing classification methods (Bolin & Finch, 2014; Fletcher et al., 2014; Lei & 

Koehly, 2003; Luengo & Herrera, 2012).

The classification models presently used differ in the algorithms by which they operate 

mathematically to make classification decisions.  To better explain this, each of the methods will 

be discussed more in-depth.

Linear discriminant analysis.

The most traditional of the present methods is LDA, which classifies cases by estimating 

a set of weights corresponding to each predictor variable from which a set of linear combinations

can be estimated (using the ordinary least-squares criterion) to discriminate most reliably 

between groups (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2014).  LDA seeks to maximize the multivariate distance 

between each of the groups (Huberty & Olejnik, 2006; Mardia, Kent, & Bibby, 1979; Pohar, 

Blas, & Turk, 2004) such that

δ k (x )=x ⋅
μk

σ2
−

μk
2

2σ2
+log ( π̂k )        (1)

is maximized; where

δk(x) = Discriminant function of input x for group k

μk = Mean parameter for class k

σ2 = Variance parameter for class k

πk = Prior probability of a case belonging to class k

(James et al., 2013).

LDA relies on four key assumptions:  Multivariate normality among predictors, 

homogeneity of variance-covariance matrices, sufficiently large group samples, and a linear 
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relationship among predictors (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013; Pohar et al., 2004; Press & Wilson, 

1978).  The equation for predicting membership within group k can be represented as

C ik=ck 0+∑
j=1

J

c jk x ijk+ ln(
nk

N )        (2)

where

Cik = Classification score for case i in group k

ck0 = Constant of group k

cjk = Coefficient of variable j for group k

xijk = Variable j value for case i in group k

nk = Sample size of group k

N = Total sample size

(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013).

A classification decision is then made for each case by the group for which Cik is highest.

Quadratic discriminant analysis.

Oftentimes, LDA’s assumption of homogeneous covariance matrices is overly restrictive 

and, thus, may be violated quite easily (Anderson, 2006; Bolin & Finch, 2014; Lei & Koehly, 

2003).  Consequently, a variant of LDA, QDA, can be used.  This method operates in much the 

same way as LDA, but assumes that each group is both normally distributed and has its own 

variance-covariance matrix; this allows the creation of a non-linear decision boundary (the 

separating line or hyperplane between two or more groups) allowing the model somewhat more 

latitude to fit the data more accurately without the constraints of LDA’s assumptions.  This 

flexibility has shown promise in mitigating the loss in classification accuracy caused by LDA’s 

restrictive assumptions when the decision boundary is non-linear (James et al., 2013).  The 
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discriminant function in this case represents the input x as a quadratic function and seeks to 

maximize

δ k (x )=
−1
2

(x−μk )
T Σk

−1
(x−μk )+log πk        (3)

where

δk(x) = Discrimination function for input x in group k

Σk
-1 = Covariance matrix of group k

πk = The prior probability of a random case belonging to group k

(James et al., 2013).

Both LDA and QDA rely on dummy coding of categorical/qualitative predictors (each category 

within each variable is recoded to yield k – 1 binary variables [0, 1], where k = Number of 

categories) in order to be used.  This is a noted limitation of these methods (James et al., 2013).

Classification and regression trees.

CART is built upon Friedman’s (1977) binary recursive partitioning algorithm for 

systematically parsing the feature space (i.e. the p-dimensional mathematical space in which all 

values of the chosen input variables are represented) into various subsets, or regions (Breiman, 

Friedman, Olshen, & Stone, 1984).  That is, instead of calculating an explicit probability of 

group membership, cases are assigned to groups based on their similarities in values for each 

predictor.  Once the groups created are maximally homogeneous, a classification decision is 

made.  This algorithm operates differently than more traditional methods such as LDA and QDA 

and, thus, does not require satisfaction of parametric assumptions; it can also use 

categorical/qualitative predictors without dummy coding, as is the case in linear models such as 

LDA (James et al., 2013).  The interpretability of CART is one reason for its adoption in the 

classification literature due to the fact that it is analogous to human decision-making processes 
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(James et al., 2013).  Effectively, CART creates a decision tree based on systematic splits within 

each variable such that the resulting tree successively creates increasingly homogeneous groups 

until the groups are maximally homogeneous, at which point the tree has been completed and the

values of j and s in the equation given by

∑
i : x i∈ R1 ( j ,s )

( y i− ŷ R1 )
2− ∑

i : xi∈ R2 ( j , s )
( y i− ŷR2 )

2

       (4)

where

j = Number of regions

s = Cut point within variable for each split within the tree

yi = Outcome group i

ŷ R1= Predicted group membership in region 1

have been minimized (James et al., 2013).  Through this method, the probability that case i 

belongs to group k is determined by the average number of the training set cases belonging to 

group k (James et al., 2013).  The resulting classification tree function could be represented as

p̂mk=
1
N m

∑
x i∈Rm

I ( yi=k )        (5)

where

p̂mk = Proportion of cases in group k in terminal node m

Rm = Region m

Nm = Number of observations in region m

xi∈Rm= Case i as an element of region m

I = Indicator function

(Hastie et al., 2009).
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CART has been demonstrated to be quite effective for classification (Abu-Nimeh et al., 

2007; Feldesman, 2002), but is prone to overfitting.  That is, CART often results in complex and 

nuanced trees that yield high accuracy for the data from which they are created, thus making 

them useful for explanation.  However, when applied to new data, CART models may not 

generalize well to test/cross-validation data (Breiman, 2001).  

Random forests.

RF is considered an ensemble method:  A technique which systematically creates 

numerous bootstrapped (resampling with replacement) trees each casting a “vote” for group 

membership in order to yield greater predictive accuracy and model generalization (Breiman, 

2001; Dietterich, 2000).  In this case, RF creates an ensemble of classification trees from B 

bootstrapped samples by considering only a randomized subset of the predictors at each split in 

each tree (mb ≈ √p; where mb = chosen predictors for tree b, and p = total number of predictors) 

to create a set of decorrelated and heterogeneous trees (Breiman, 2001; James et al., 2013).  The 

resulting model relies on a “majority vote” of trees classifying each case into each group (James 

et al., 2013).  A notable benefit of RF is its ability to circumvent the overfitting problem inherent

in singular tree models due to the randomized creation of multiple decorrelated trees (Breiman, 

2001).  Similarly, the randomized set of predictors at each split and the creation of decorrelated 

trees mitigates the effect of any singularly important predictor (Hastie et al., 2009).  The RF 

regression model could be represented as

f̂ rf
B

( x )=
1
B
∑
b=1

B

T b ( x )        (6)

where

B = Number of bootstrapped trees

Tb = Output of tree b
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and the classifier can then be represented as

Ĉ rf
B

( x )= The majority vote of {Ĉb ( x ) }1
B
, and

Ĉb ( x )= The predicted group of the bth tree.

(Hastie et al., 2009).

Bayesian additive regression trees.

BART is a newer ensemble method which operates on the principle of a Bayesian prior 

distribution to better inform the creation of classification trees; it is the specification of the prior 

that that affords BART more flexibility than many of the more traditional methods (Chipman et 

al., 2010; Zhang & Härdle, 2010).  Briefly, the prior distribution is a hypothesized probability 

distribution that informs Bayesian models and analyses; this distribution allows researchers to 

effectively weight the likelihood of a true effect, quantity, or mean by hypothesizing its 

probability when fitting models (see Kruschke, 2013 for a brief introduction of Bayesian 

inference and Gelman, Carlin, Stern, Dunson, Vehtari, & Rubin, 2013 or Kruschke, 2014 for 

more comprehensive treatments of the topic).  The prior can vary in the amount of information it 

provides, from naive (uninformative) priors which provide little to no information about the true 

probability of an effect (effectively creating a uniform distribution), to highly informative priors 

that more precisely hypothesize the probability (often represented as a predetermined distribution

centered on the hypothesized value/mean).  BART models have demonstrated high internal 

consistency, which largely prevents overfitting and makes these models viable for “noisy” data 

(Chipman et al., 2010, 2002).  BART models are composed of two components:  The sum-of-

trees model and the parameter regularization prior.  The sum-of-trees model is constructed using 

numerous iterations of backfitted Markov chain Monte Carlo samples to best approximate f(x) = 

E(Y|x) (Chipman et al., 2010).  This component could be represented as
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Y=(∑
j=1

m

g (x ;T j , M j ))+ε , ε∼N (0,σ2 )        (7)

where

Tj = Binary regression tree j

Mj  = Parameter values {μ1, μ2,…μb} for terminal node j

g(x;Tj, Mj) = Function assigning μij M∈ j to x.

When extended to classification, as in the present case, the BART probit model as is 

presently used, can be represented as

p(x) ≡ P[Y = 1|x] = Φ[G(x)]      (8)

where

G ( x )≡∑
j=1

m

g (x ;T j ,M j )

Φ = Standard normal cumulative distribution function

(Chipman et al., 2010).

The BART probit model for classification contains the regularization prior on (T1, M1), … ,(Tm, 

Mm) such that

p ((T 1 , M 1 ) ,... , (T m ,Mm ))=∏
j [ p (T j )∏

i

p (μ ij∨T j )].        (9)

The regularization prior predominantly seeks to prevent any single tree from becoming overly 

influential in (7) or (8).  Additionally, alterations of the parameters in the regularization prior can

allow for more aggressive or conservative BART models.

Support vector machines.

SVM is considered a maximal margin classifier due to the mechanism by which it 

classifies cases (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995; Hastie et al., 2009; Westreich, Lessler, & Funk, 2010).  

A maximal margin classifier identifies the closest point in each group to the decision boundary 
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and determines the distance of each of those points to the decision boundary (Cortes & Vapnik, 

1995; James et al., 2013).  The simplest SVMs take this a step further and specify the best fitting 

hyperplane (a plane of of j dimensions) between these points; this stands in contrast to more 

traditional methods that rely on predicting an explicit probability of group membership (Abu-

Nimeh et al., 2007; James et al., 2013; Ng & Jordan, 2002; Westreich et al., 2010).  Further, 

whereas most methods in this study utilize the raw observations for parameter computations, 

SVM rather calculates the inner products of observations (the products between observations (xi, 

xi’) for n(n – 1) / 2 unique pairs).  The resulting function could be represented as

f ( x )= β0+∑
i∈ S

αi ⟨x , xi ⟩      (10)

where

β0 = Function constant

αi = Estimate for parameter i

⟨ x , x i ⟩=∑
j=1

p

x ij x i ' j; the inner products of observations

S = Collection of indices for support points

(James et al., 2013).

The SVMs in the present study make use of the more common form of SVM in which the

radial basis kernel—a function used to quantify similarities between observations—is 

incorporated (James et al., 2013).  The resulting function for the SVM classifier, as is presently 

used, can be represented as

f ( x )= β0+∑
i∈ S

αi K ( x , x i)      (11)

where

β0 = The function constant
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αi = Parameter estimate

K = Radial kernel function of input pairs (x, xi); K (x i , x i ' )=exp (−γ∑
j=1

p

(x ij−x i ' j )
2)

(James et al., 2013). 

The Present Study

Presently, little research has been done comparing these methods to one another with the 

expressed focus of SGR.  Despite the wide variety of methods available to potentially aid in 

SGR, practitioner recommendations for selection and tuning of classification models with this 

explicit goal have not been well established with this goal in mind.  Therefore, the key objectives

of the present study are to determine the relative efficacy of each method in overall and group-

specific accuracy rates.  Particular attention will be given to the SGR rate, as this represents the 

outcome group for which the cost of misclassification is likely to be higher.  Further, group 

separation and sample size are altered in order to represent a wider range of situations in which 

these classification methods may be used; this coincides with previous research comparing 

classification methods (Abu-Nimeh et al., 2007; Bolin & Finch, 2014; Finch et al., 2014; Lei & 

Koehly, 2003; Luengo & Herrera, 2012).  Additionally, while a number of studies exist 

comparing many of these methods to others within the same family of models (e.g. comparing 

CART and RF), few have focused on systematically examining the effects of group size ratio, 

group separation, and sample size on overall and group-specific accuracy rates in the newer 

methods SVM and BART.  Therefore, the present study seeks to make these comparisons and 

determine whether the newer methods are capable of alleviating the relatively poor SGR rate 

when group sizes are highly unequal.  This study also carries the secondary purpose of 

comparing SVM and BART to the other methods for which more comparison literature exists to 

determine their capabilities in improving SGR.
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Methods

A Monte Carlo simulation design was used to control the group size ratio, sample size, 

and group separation.  The main effects and interactions were then compared using OA, LGR, 

and SGR rates as the outcomes.  All data generation and analysis was performed using the R 

Statistical Software package (R Core Team, 2019).  The bartMachine (Kapelner & Bleich, 2013),

randomForest (Liaw & Wiener, 2002), rpart (Therneau & Atkinson, 2019), and e1071 (Meyer, 

Dimitriadou, Hornik, Weingessel, & Leisch, 2019) packages in R were used for BART, RF, 

CART, and SVM, respectively.  In accordance with prior research comparing classification 

methods (i.e. Bolin & Finch, 2014; Holden et al., 2011; Lei & Koehly, 2003; Liong & Foo, 2013;

Vaughn & Wang, 2008), the data generated were varied on a number of conditions including 

group size ratio, sample size, group separation (represented by Cohen’s d measure of effect size),

and method to yield a total of 144 conditions (see Table 1 for all conditions).

[Table 1 about here]

For each condition, data were simulated according to the parameters in Table 1 with the 

base distribution for group 0 being μ = 0, σ = 1.  The group 1 mean then varied according to the 

standard mean difference listed in Table 1; σ remained constant at 1 across all conditions.  Each 

of the six models were then fit to the generated data to obtain  OA, LGR, and SGR rates.  This 

process was repeated across 1000 iterations for each set of conditions and output data were 

aggregated in order to acquire mean OA, LGR, and SGR for each set of conditions (see 

Appendix B for sample R syntax).  Each model was fit using default parameters in R with the 

exception of SVM, which used the radial kernel due to its ubiquitous use in empirical literature 
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using this method (Bereton & Lloyd, 2010; James et al., 2013; Xu & Chan, 2003).  Given that 

the default prior for BART has been shown to perform sufficiently well in many cases (Kapelner 

& Bleich, 2013), no prior parameters were altered presently.  Thus, BART utilized a relatively 

uninformative prior (E(Y|X) = 0.95), which provides a more conservative estimate of model 

parameters.  ANOVA was used to identify significant main effects and interactions to be 

interpreted.  Further, partial-η2 measures of effect size were used in order to determine relative 

importance of conditions. All significance tests were held to α = 0.05 and, in accordance with 

prior research on effect size measures, conditions for which η2
p values > 0.1 (indicating practical 

significance) are the primary conditions of interest (Bolin & Finch, 2014; Cohen, 1988; 

Norouzani & Plonsky, 2018; Richardson, 2011).

Results

To illustrate the vast discrepancy often manifesting between OA/LGR and SGR, the 

results of the former two are discussed first before discussing SGR.  Mean OA, LGR, and SGR 

rates across all conditions are presented in Tables 2 and 3 (see Appendix A).  Table 2 includes 

mean values for the sample size N = 100 conditions and Table 3 includes mean values for the 

sample size N = 1000 conditions.  The interactions meeting the η2
p > 0.1 criterion for 

interpretation were consistent across all outcomes; these interactions were:  Method X group size

ratio and group separation X group size ratio.  All interactions and main effects subsumed under 

the identified interactions were not interpreted due to their incorporation into the higher-order 

interactions.

[Figure 1 about here ]
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Overall Accuracy

On the outcome of overall accuracy rates, two notable interactions were identified with 

η2
p values > 0.1:  Method X group size ratio [F = 2660.12; p < .001; η2

p = .156] and group 

separation X group size ratio [F = 31675.96; p < .001; η2
p = .569].  The method X group size 

ratio interaction (Figure 1) broadly indicates differing accuracy rates across methods and group 

size ratios with a discernible increase in accuracy with increasingly more discrepant group sizes, 

which is consistent with findings of Muchlinski, Siroky, He, and Kocher (2015).  Specifically, 

CART yielded the highest overall accuracy rates across all group size ratios with BART 

demonstrating similar performance to CART.  LDA, QDA, and SVM all performed comparably 

to one another, yielding nearly identical results when group sizes were unequal; SVM performed 

slightly better than LDA and QDA when group sizes were equal, though only marginally so.  RF 

tended to yield the lowest OA rates of all methods.  Further, all methods but RF performed 

comparably in the 90/10 condition with accuracy rates near 90%; RF yielded accuracy rates 

slightly higher than 83%.  These results indicate that CART and BART tend to yield the highest 

OA with LDA, QDA, and SVM yielding somewhat lower rates.

The group separation X group size ratio interaction (Figure 2) indicated that, generally, 

OA rates differed by group separation and group size ratio and a notable pattern across 

conditions.  The general pattern emerging in this interaction for all methods was an increase in 

OA as group separation increased and as group sizes became increasingly more discrepant; this 

is consistent with the pattern observed by Bolin & Finch (2014) and Holden et al. (2011) and was

observed across all methods.  The higher η2
p value of this interaction indicates that it is the more 

salient interaction of the two discussed presently.  When disaggregated by method, CART and 

BART consistently performed the best under all conditions with CART performing marginally 
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better when group sizes are unequal.  LDA, QDA, and SVM also tended to perform comparably 

under all conditions except for equal group sizes with moderate to low separation (d ≤ 0.5); in 

these cases, SVM tended to perform marginally better.  Additionally, RF tended to yield the 

lowest OA rates of all methods.  Broadly, CART and BART have a distinct advantage in OA 

when group sizes are equal, but all methods (sans RF) yield comparable and high OA when 

group sizes are unequal.  Broadly, OA for all methods increases with increasingly more 

discrepant group sizes and increasingly separated groups.  All methods performed similarly with 

CART and BART demonstrating a slight advantage with equal group sizes and poorly separated 

groups; RF consistently yielded the lowest OA.

[Figure 2 about here]

Large-Group Recovery

On the outcome LGR, notable interactions were method X group size ratio [F = 2492.65; 

p < .001; η2
p = .148] and group separation X group size ratio [F = 17170.60; p < .001; η2

p = .417].

LGR followed a nearly identical pattern to that of OA in both interactions.  The pattern of 

increase in LGR as group sizes became increasingly more unequal is indicative of the large-

group bias discussed previously.  In the method X group size ratio interaction (Figure 1), CART 

and BART consistently performed comparably to one another with CART generally being he 

slightly more accurate of the two in the 50/50 condition, but BART slightly exceeded CART in 

the 75/25 condition.  LDA, QDA, and SVM also performed comparably to one another at a 

lower level than that of CART and BART, though all five performed comparably to one another 

when groups were unequal (particularly in the 90/10 condition).  All methods tended to 

outperform RF across group size ratio conditions.  CART and BART yielded the highest LGR 
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when group sizes were equal, but all methods except RF yielded comparable rates with unequal 

group sizes.

The group separation X group size ratio interaction (Figure 3) illustrated a general 

increase in LGR as groups became more distinct and group sizes became increasingly more 

discrepant; this pattern was nearly identical to the pattern observed in OA.  As was the case with 

OA, this interaction was more salient than the method X group size ratio interaction.  

Disaggregated by method, CART and BART tended to perform comparably to one another in all 

conditions and often yielded the highest rates.  LDA, QDA, and SVM also tended to perform 

comparably to one another in all conditions with SVM only slightly outperforming all other 

methods in the 75/25 condition with high group separation (d = 1.6).  In the 75/25 conditions and

even more so in the 90/10 conditions, all methods but RF performed comparably to one another 

and consistently yielded high LGR rates.  RF frequently yielded values much lower than the 

other methods.  CART and BART again yielded the highest LGR rates when group sizes were 

equal across all group separation conditions; LDA, QDA, and SVM performed comparably, but 

at a lower rate than CART/BART.  All methods but RF performed comparably when group sizes

were unequal, regardless of group separation.  Overall, LGR tended to increase across all 

methods with increasingly more unequal group sizes and increasingly more separate groups.  All 

methods yielded similar LGR rates with CART and BART once again demonstrating a slight 

advantage when groups are equal in size and poorly separated; RF consistently yielded the 

lowest LGR rates.

[Figure 3 about here]
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Small-Group Recovery

For SGR, the interactions with sufficient η2
p values were the method X group size ratio [F

= 2774.33; p < .001; η2
p = .162] and group separation X group size ratio [F = 6996.63; p < .001; 

η2
p = .226].  The method X group size ratio interaction illustrated that as group sizes became 

more discrepant, SGR declined, though some methods demonstrated this to a lesser extent than 

others (see Figure 1).  BART and CART performed the best in the 50/50 condition, but BART’s 

SGR sharply declined in the 75/25 and 90/10 condition.  When group sizes were equal, RF 

yielded the lowest SGR, but frequently yielded the highest SGR when group sizes were unequal. 

CART performed nearly as well as RF in the 75/25 condition.  LDA, QDA, and SVM were 

comparable across all conditions and yielded the lowest SGR of all methods when group sizes 

were unequal.  This indicates that RF may be the most efficacious method for SGR.

The group separation X group size ratio interaction (Figure 4) indicated that SGR 

generally increased as groups became more distinct and separate, but declined sharply as group 

sizes became more disparate.  Within each group size ratio condition, SGR increased as group 

separation increased.  Disaggregated by method, the pattern across the 50/50 conditions was 

similar to that observed in the other outcome metrics.  That is, CART and BART tended to 

perform well and outperform the other methods when group sizes were equal; LDA, QDA, and 

SVM all performed comparably at a lesser rate than CART and BART except when groups are 

highly separated (d = 1.6).  In this case, there was less of a discrepancy between the SGR rates of

CART/BART and LDA/QDA/SVM.  RF yielded the lowest SGR in the equal group size 

conditions.  However, when group sizes were unequal, RF tended to outperform all other 

methods with CART surpassing it only when groups were highly separated; BART also 

surpassed RF in SGR when groups were highly separated (d = 1.6), but only in the 75/25 
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condition.  These results further the conclusion that RF may be the most effective method for 

SGR, though CART may be more effective when groups are highly distinct.

[Figure 4 about here]

Discussion

Oftentimes in two-group classification situations, it is the SGR rate that is substantially 

reduced when group sizes are unequal.  This effect is magnified when groups become 

increasingly more unequal (i.e. SGR is reduced more notably in the 90:10 condition than the 

75:25) and are less separate and distinct (i.e. d ≤ 0.5); in the 90:10 conditions, most methods 

yielded SGR rates near 0 despite having OA and LGR of 90% or greater.  This progressive 

decline in SGR—when coupled with the concomitant increase in OA and LGR under the same 

conditions—is indicative of the large-group bias and the key problem discussed previously.  The 

results of this study demonstrated that group size ratio is a salient factor affecting both overall 

and group-specific accuracy rates.  This is made evident, in part, by the inclusion of group size 

ratio in both higher-order interactions discussed presently, particularly noted in the increased 

effect size of the group size ratio X group separation interaction.  This corroborates much of the 

existing literature demonstrating that such discrepant group sizes often lead to biased accuracy 

rates and poor SGR (Abu-Nimeh et al., 2007; Bolin & Finch, 2014; Lei & Koehly, 2003; 

Stuebing et al., 2012).  It is notable that as the group separation increases, overall and group-

specific accuracy rates increase; this effect is also expected given the prior research comparing 

classification methods (i.e. Bolin & Finch, 2014; Holden et al., 2011; Luengo & Herrera, 2012).  

This finding suggests that as groups become increasingly more distinct and separate, cases 
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become easier to classify into these groups and result in higher SGR, which is key in mitigating 

the bias toward the larger group.  It is worth noting, however, that group separation is often not 

manipulable and, consequently, identifying classifiers that yield higher SGR in cases of low 

group separation warrants consideration.

A primary focus of the present study was to determine which methods may facilitate 

greater accuracy in predicting membership in the smaller of two groups in situations of unequal 

group sizes.  In this endeavor, RF was the most uniformly promising method as it consistently 

yielded more moderate values with somewhat less bias toward the larger group than the other 

methods.  Though CART yielded greater SGR than RF in cases of high group separation in the 

75:25 and 90:10 conditions, it is notable that CART is prone to overfitting and may result in poor

results in cross-validation data (Bauer & Kohavi, 1999; Breiman, 2001).  This may indicate 

CART’s utility in model-building for explanation tasks, but may have questionable efficacy in 

prediction tasks with test data; the fact that group separation is often not manipulable also lends 

credence to RF as the preferred method in the present study.  Similarly, CART’s higher 

performance in the lower group separation conditions with equal group sizes may indicate its 

utility in such situations, particularly considering group separation often cannot be manipulated.  

BART also demonstrated a pattern of accuracy measures between CART and RF, thus indicating

some degree of promise in this method of mitigating the bias toward the larger group.  BART’s 

utility was evident in cases of equal groups with low to moderate group separation (d ≤ 0.5), as it

yielded the highest OA, LGR, and SGR rates of all methods under these conditions.  Therefore, 

additional research should be conducted to determine if this pattern is consistent and how best to 

tune BART models to optimize this capability in situations where groups are not particularly 

distinct and are unequal in size.
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While the results indicated that OA, LGR, and SGR differed across methods, all methods 

demonstrated approximately the same pattern in accuracy metrics across all conditions.  That is, 

increasingly discrepant group size ratios yielded successively greater OA and LGR with a 

concomitant decrease in SGR across all methods.  RF, however, demonstrated this same trend to 

a somewhat lesser extent.  Rather, RF demonstrated consistently lower OA and LGR along with 

a comparatively shallower decline in SGR.  Further, in yielding higher SGR rates across most 

unequal group size conditions, RF demonstrated promising results as a method for mitigating the

large-group bias.  The more moderate SGR rates in RF across unequal group size conditions 

indicate somewhat more stability in the model’s accuracy rates, and with somewhat less bias 

toward the larger group.  

Ultimately, both the more traditional methods and some of the newer methods yielded 

similar results and demonstrated the same bias toward the larger group.  That is, as groups 

become less equal in size and the amount of information available about each group decreases, 

classification models tend to become less accurate.  These factors—group size and group 

separation—are largely influenced by the research design, theoretical foundation, and data 

collection methods.  However, it is evident that these factors affect some models to a lesser 

extent than others, thus indicating the importance of properly selecting and tuning the chosen 

classifier depending upon the given data.  As discussed previously, the consideration of which 

method to use becomes key when the cost of misclassification is greater for the smaller group, as

is often the case for classification models, particularly in the social sciences; in this task, RF 

demonstrates more promise than the other classifiers considered presently.  By selecting a 

classifier that tends to yield higher SGR rates in situations where group sizes are unequal, the 

large group bias may be mitigated and result in a more useful and generalizable model.
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Practitioner Recommendations

The results of this study are consistent with previous research on classification method 

comparisons (i.e. Bolin & Finch, 2014; Holden et al., 2011; Lei & Koehly, 2003; Meshbane & 

Morris, 1996) in noting the bias of the present classification models toward the larger of two 

groups.  Consequently, two key recommendations can be offered to practitioners and 

practitioner-researchers using classification models.  First, the choice of method is a factor 

researchers should take into consideration when attempting to create prediction models in order 

to choose the best type of model for their data and research questions.  That is, if maximizing the

model’s OA is the goal, then the bias toward the larger group may not be as detrimental and 

methods such as LDA, QDA, and SVM would be sufficient.  Conversely, if the goal is to predict 

an unlikely event or condition (e.g. learning disability identification, dropout, etc.), then methods

facilitating SGR will prove to be the better option.  In these cases, RF may offer the best SGR 

rates for prediction tasks and model generalization, particularly if it is properly tuned.  That is, 

adjusted tree depth, number of trees, and cut points (among other factors) can be adjusted in an 

RF model to further aid in SGR and maximize the potential of this method.  CART may be of 

great utility in explanation tasks in which the model is not constructed for the purpose of 

generalization when group sizes are unequal.  BART may offer similar results, though further 

research is needed to determine the best tuning parameters for a BART model specializing in 

SGR.  The current results indicate BART may be particularly efficacious in predicting group 

membership when groups are not particularly distinct, but approximately equal in size.

The second major recommendation pertains to a methodological/data collection 

consideration.  Specifically, with the reliable effect of group size ratio and group separation, 

practitioners/practitioner-researchers should be cognizant of the number of participants obtained 
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in either of their outcome groups during the data collection phase.  Equal group sizes allow for a 

number of methods that can be used to simultaneously maximize OA, LGR, and SGR rates and a

number of simpler and better-known classifiers (i.e. LDA, QDA) operate reasonably well in this 

situation.  A number of sampling, feature selection, and algorithmic methods have been used to 

mitigate this problem from a methodological, rather than statistical, standpoint (Ali, Shamsuddin,

& Ralescu, 2015).  When group sizes are notably unequal (i.e. 75:25 and 90:10 ratios, as in the 

present case), RF would be a stronger recommendation as it demonstrates the large-group bias to 

a lesser extent more uniformly than the other methods presently used.  Further, the amount of 

information (i.e. number of variables) obtained may affect the distinctiveness of the groups.  As 

groups represent very distinct patterns in the data and tend to be highly separated, classification 

models tend to improve in all accuracy metrics utilized presently (though, it is not always 

possible to obtain highly distinct groups).

Further research is needed to assess how best to select and tune classifiers to mitigate this

bias toward the larger group—particularly with regards to cut points—as well as better 

understand the effects of problematic data (e.g. missing data, outliers, initially misclassified data,

etc), complex interactions among predictors on accuracy measures in training data, and the 

degree to which initially trained models generalize to cross-validation data.

Limitations & Directions for Future Research

This study features several key limitations that impact the generalizability of its findings. 

Chief among these is the use of simulated data.  Given that the data generated in this study were 

normally distributed and did not feature problematic conditions such as missing or initially 

misclassified data, the present findings may directly generalize only to a limited number of 

situations. Additionally, the models fit in this study maintained simplicity, most notably by use 
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of only a single predictor variable.  Seldom will researchers use only a single predictor in 

classification tasks and, as such, the additional complexity of a higher dimensional feature space 

(i.e. multiple, potentially interacting, predictor variables) will likely create unique conditions 

within the data that warrant additional research.  The simplicity of the models created may have 

been particularly problematic for SVM and RF.  The former relies on the computation of the 

inner products of observations (rather than the observations themselves) and, thus, would yield a 

model that behaves in a manner more similar to simpler linear classifiers (i.e. LDA) under the 

present conditions.  The latter relies on the selection of a random subset of predictors at each 

split within each tree and, thus, the use of only a single predictor in the model precludes true 

randomization and decorrelation of trees.  As such, the RF models created in this study were 

more akin to bootstrap aggregation (bagging), which considers all predictor variables at each 

split in each tree.  Therefore, future investigations could center on the implementation of these 

methods, or a subset of them, to data with multiple predictors and/or problematic data.  

Nonetheless, these findings provide conservative estimates of each classifier’s capability and a 

preliminary basis for model selection under the present and similar conditions.

An additional limitation pertains to the use of the default model parameters, particularly 

the default cut point of 0.5.  In cases of unequal group sizes or large group separation, model 

tuning parameters may be altered in order to achieve higher overall and/or group-specific 

accuracy rates.  Cut points may coincide with the group size ratio, be informed by prior 

information on group membership likelihood, or be set to maximize SGR (Hosmer, Lemeshow, 

& Sturdivant, 2013; Kutner, Nachtsheim, Neter, & Li, 2005; Lei & Koehly, 2003).  For instance, 

cut scores within the measures used in practice (e.g. cognitive screening instruments) may 

provide sufficient information to adjust classification cut scores (Miciak, Fletcher, Stuebing, 
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Vaughn, & Tolar, 2014).  Further, some of the models used have other tuning parameters that 

can be altered such as the tree depth and node means in CART, BART, and RF as well as the 

kernel method and error penalty used in SVM.  Also inherent in Bayesian methods, such as 

BART, are a number of tuning parameters that alter the prior distribution to coincide with the 

amount of information the prior provides to the sum-of-trees model as well as a number of other 

parameters such as terminal node means and tree depth (Chipman et al., 2010).  The default 

uninformative prior used in the present study provided a more conservative estimate of BART’s 

efficacy and, consequently, could be subject for future investigations (particularly considering 

the bartMachine package contains a function for a hyperparameter grid search to identify the 

optimal number of trees and terminal node parameters).  Such tuning parameters may potentially 

allow for greater SGR in methods such as BART; coupled with a high degree of internal 

consistency to prevent overfitting, BART may yet be a highly promising model for classification 

with unequal groups.  However, properly tuning models that are already fairly complex using 

their base parameters requires greater consideration from practitioners.

Despite the limitations of this study, the present findings indicate group size ratio and 

group separation are two of the most salient factors affecting SGR.  From the methods compared 

here, BART may yet prove to be promising when groups are equal in size but not particularly 

distinct and RF tends to yield greater SGR when group sizes are unequal.  As such, future 

research should be conducted to focus on implementation, tuning, and generalization of these 

models across a wider range of conditions within the data used.  With such a variety of predictive

models available, additional rigorous, complex, and representative investigations are still needed 

to adequately ascertain the most effective methods for classification with unequal group sizes in 

order to optimize SGR.
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Appendix A:  Tables and Figures

Table 1

Simulation Conditions

Group Size Ratio 50:50;  75:25;  90:10

Sample Size 100; 1000

Standard Mean Difference (d) 0.2;  0.5;  0.8;  1.6

Classification Method LDA;  QDA;  CART;  RF;  SVM;  BART

Table 2

Marginal means of group size ratio-by-method interaction

Method

Outcome
Group Size

Ratio LDA QDA CART RF SVM BART

Overall
Accuracy

50/50 0.643 0.641 0.701 0.575 0.658 0.694

75/25 0.773 0.773 0.793 0.674 0.778 0.784

90/10 0.903 0.903 0.906 0.836 0.905 0.905

Large-
Group

Recovery

50/50 0.643 0.640 0.699 0.575 0.657 0.692

75/25 0.969 0.968 0.952 0.784 0.980 0.971

90/10 0.995 0.995 0.994 0.910 0.998 0.997

Small-
Group

Recovery

50/50 0.643 0.642 0.702 0.575 0.660 0.697

75/25 0.186 0.185 0.315 0.346 0.171 0.226

90/10 0.074 0.073 0.117 0.174 0.174 0.083
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Figure 1:  Overall, large group, and small group accuracy rates; method-by-group size ratio

Figure 2:  Overall accuracy; method-by-group size ratio-by-group separation
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Figure 3:  Large group recovery; method-by-group size ratio-by-group separation

Figure 4:  Small group recovery; method-by-group size ratio-by-group separation
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Appendix B:  Simulation Code Template

#### Mangino, A; Weighted Sym Base Study, 50:50 Condition ####

{
  library(MASS)
  library(mclust)
  library(kernlab)
  options(java.parameters = "-Xmx5g")
  library(bartMachine)
  library(randomForest)
  library(caret)
  library(rpart)
  library(e1071)
}

# N = 100 CONDITIONS; d = 0.2 
#####################################################################################################

#### Building Parameter Dataframe ####

f.50.100 <- function(){
    
  set.seed(102823)
    
  n.1 <- 50
  n.2 <- 50
  mean.1 <- 0
  mean.2 <- 0.2
  sd.1 <- 1
  sd.2 <- 1
  Q <- 10
  Simcount <- c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
                19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,
                34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48)
  
  Parm.frame <- cbind(n.1, n.2, mean.1, mean.2, sd.1, sd.2, Q, Simcount)
  
  result.list <- list()
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}

for(i in 1:Q){

{    
  DistA <- rnorm(n.1, mean.1, sd.1)
  DistB <- rnorm(n.2, mean.2, sd.2)
  true.mean.1 <- mean(DistA)
  true.mean.2 <- mean(DistB)
  True.mean.A <- true.mean.1
  True.mean.B <- true.mean.2
  Ave.True.meanA <- mean(True.mean.A)
  Ave.True.meanB <- mean(True.mean.B)
  true.sd.1 <- sqrt(var(DistA))
  true.sd.2 <- sqrt(var(DistB)) 
  True.sd.A <- true.sd.1
  True.sd.B <- true.sd.2
  Ave.True.sd.A <- mean(True.sd.A)
  Ave.True.sd.B <- mean(True.sd.B)
  
  X <- c(DistA, DistB)
  
  cum.probA <- pnorm(DistA, true.mean.1, true.sd.1)
  cum.probB <- pnorm(DistB, true.mean.2, true.sd.2, lower.tail=FALSE)
  
  rand.numA <- runif(n.1, 0, 1)
  rand.numB <- runif(n.2, 0, 1)
  
  True.groupA <- rep(0, n.1)
  True.groupB <- rep(1, n.2)
  
  y <- append(True.groupA, True.groupB)
  
  y.df <- cbind(True.groupA, True.groupB)
  
  
  order <- order(y)            
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  Sorted <- X[order]

#### Data Management ####

  Class.data.frame <- as.data.frame(cbind(y, X))
  y1 <- as.factor(y)
  X1 <- as.data.frame(X)
}

#### Linear Discriminant Analysis ####

{  
  Run.LDA <- lda(y1 ~ X, data=Class.data.frame, CV=TRUE)
  
  LDA.posterior <- Run.LDA$posterior
  LDA.class <-as.numeric(Run.LDA$posterior[,1] < .5)
  Data.LDAclass.Trueclass <- cbind(y1, LDA.class)
  
  LDA.class1 <- as.factor(LDA.class)
  
  LDA.cm <- confusionMatrix(LDA.class1, y1)
  
  LDA.cm.accuracy <- (LDA.cm$table[1,1] + LDA.cm$table[2,2])/(LDA.cm$table[1,1] + LDA.cm$table[1,2]
                                                            + LDA.cm$table[2,1] + LDA.cm$table[2,2])
  
  LDA.cm.sensitivity <- (LDA.cm$table[1,1])/(LDA.cm$table[1,1] + LDA.cm$table[2,1])
  LDA.cm.specificity <- (LDA.cm$table[2,2])/(LDA.cm$table[1,2] + LDA.cm$table[2,2])
}  

  
#### Quadratic Discriminant Analysis ####

{
  Run.QDA <- qda(y1 ~ X, data=Class.data.frame, CV=TRUE)
  
  QDA.posterior <- Run.QDA$posterior
  QDA.class <-as.numeric(Run.QDA$posterior[,1] < .5)
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  Data.QDAclass.Trueclass <- cbind(y1, QDA.class)
  
  QDA.class1 <- as.factor(QDA.class)
  
  QDA.cm <- confusionMatrix(QDA.class1, y1)
  
  QDA.cm.accuracy <- (QDA.cm$table[1,1] + QDA.cm$table[2,2])/(QDA.cm$table[1,1] + QDA.cm$table[1,2]
                                                            + QDA.cm$table[2,1] + QDA.cm$table[2,2])
  
  QDA.cm.sensitivity <- (QDA.cm$table[1,1])/(QDA.cm$table[1,1] + QDA.cm$table[2,1])
  QDA.cm.specificity <- (QDA.cm$table[2,2])/(QDA.cm$table[1,2] + QDA.cm$table[2,2])
}
  

#### Classification and Regression Trees ####

{  
  Run.CART <- rpart(y1 ~ X, data = Class.data.frame, method = "class")
  Predict.CART <- predict(Run.CART, type = "class")
  as.factor(Predict.CART)
  
  CART.cm <- confusionMatrix(Predict.CART, y1)
  
  CART.cm.accuracy <- (CART.cm$table[1,1] + CART.cm$table[2,2])/(CART.cm$table[1,1] + CART.cm$table[1,2]
                                                               + CART.cm$table[2,1] + CART.cm$table[2,2])
  
  CART.cm.sensitivity <- (CART.cm$table[1,1])/(CART.cm$table[1,1] + CART.cm$table[2,1])
  CART.cm.specificity <- (CART.cm$table[2,2])/(CART.cm$table[1,2] + CART.cm$table[2,2])
}

  
#### Random Forests ####

{
  Run.Forest <- randomForest(y1 ~ X, data = Class.data.frame, ntree = 200)
  
  Forest.cm <- confusionMatrix(Run.Forest$predicted, y1)
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  Forest.cm.accuracy <- (Forest.cm$table[1,1] + Forest.cm$table[2,2])/(Forest.cm$table[1,1] + 
Forest.cm$table[1,2]
                                                                     + Forest.cm$table[2,1] + 
Forest.cm$table[2,2])
  
  Forest.cm.sensitivity <- (Forest.cm$table[1,1])/(Forest.cm$table[1,1] + Forest.cm$table[2,1])
  Forest.cm.specificity <- (Forest.cm$table[2,2])/(Forest.cm$table[1,2] + Forest.cm$table[2,2])
}
  

#### Support Vector Machines ####

{
  Run.SVM <- svm(y1 ~ X, data = Class.data.frame, kernel = "radial", CV = TRUE)
  
  SVM.cm <- confusionMatrix(Run.SVM$fitted, y1)
  
  SVM.cm.accuracy <- (SVM.cm$table[1,1] + SVM.cm$table[2,2])/(SVM.cm$table[1,1] + SVM.cm$table[1,2]
                                                            + SVM.cm$table[2,1] + SVM.cm$table[2,2])
  
  SVM.cm.sensitivity <- (SVM.cm$table[1,1])/(SVM.cm$table[1,1] + SVM.cm$table[2,1])
  SVM.cm.specificity <- (SVM.cm$table[2,2])/(SVM.cm$table[1,2] + SVM.cm$table[2,2])
}

  
#### Bayesian Additive Regression Trees ####

{
  Run.BART <- bartMachine(X1, y1, num_trees = 50)
  
  summary(Run.BART)
  
  BART.cm <- as.data.frame(Run.BART$confusion_matrix)
  
  BART.cm.accuracy <- (BART.cm[1,1] + BART.cm[2,2])/(BART.cm[1,1] + BART.cm[1,2]
                                                   + BART.cm[2,1] + BART.cm[2,2])
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  BART.cm.sensitivity <- (BART.cm[1,1])/(BART.cm[1,1] + BART.cm[1,2])
  BART.cm.specificity <- (BART.cm[2,2])/(BART.cm[2,1] + BART.cm[2,2])
}

  
#### Results & Loop End ####
  
  Results.Full.50.100.2 <- data.frame("iteration" = i, "d" = mean.2, n.1, n.2, LDA.cm.accuracy, 
LDA.cm.sensitivity, LDA.cm.specificity,
                          QDA.cm.accuracy, QDA.cm.sensitivity, QDA.cm.specificity,
                          CART.cm.accuracy, CART.cm.sensitivity, CART.cm.specificity,
                          Forest.cm.accuracy, Forest.cm.sensitivity, Forest.cm.specificity,
                          SVM.cm.accuracy, SVM.cm.sensitivity, SVM.cm.specificity,
                          BART.cm.accuracy, BART.cm.sensitivity, BART.cm.specificity)
  
  names(Results.Full.50.100.2) = c("iteration", "d", "n.1", "n.2", "LDA.cm.accuracy", "LDA.cm.sensitivity", 
"LDA.cm.specificity",
                                 "QDA.cm.accuracy", "QDA.cm.sensitivity", "QDA.cm.specificity",
                                 "CART.cm.accuracy", "CART.cm.sensitivity", "CART.cm.specificity",
                                 "Forest.cm.accuracy", "Forest.cm.sensitivity", "Forest.cm.specificity",
                                 "SVM.cm.accuracy", "SVM.cm.sensitivity", "SVM.cm.specificity",
                                 "BART.cm.accuracy", "BART.cm.sensitivity", "BART.cm.specificity")
  
  result.list[[i]] <- Results.Full.50.100.2
  
  Results.Full.50.100.2 <- as.data.frame(do.call("rbind", result.list))
}
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#### Mangino, A; Output Dataframe Compilation, Reshape, & ANOVA ####

{
  library(reshape2)
  library(moments)
  library(car)
  library(nortest)
  library(readr)
  library(haven)
  library(lsr)
}

#### Dataframe Import ####

{
  Results_Full_50_100_2 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_50_100_2.csv")
  Results_Full_50_100_5 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_50_100_5.csv")
  Results_Full_50_100_8 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_50_100_8.csv")
  Results_Full_50_100_16 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_50_100_16.csv")
  Results_Full_50_1000_2 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_50_1000_2.csv")
  Results_Full_50_1000_5 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_50_1000_5.csv")
  Results_Full_50_1000_8 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_50_1000_8.csv")
  Results_Full_50_1000_16 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_50_1000_16.csv")
  Results_Full_75_100_2 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_75_100_2.csv")
  Results_Full_75_100_5 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_75_100_5.csv")
  Results_Full_75_100_8 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_75_100_8.csv")
  Results_Full_75_100_16 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_75_100_16.csv")
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  Results_Full_75_1000_2 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_75_1000_2.csv")
  Results_Full_75_1000_5 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_75_1000_5.csv")
  Results_Full_75_1000_8 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_75_1000_8.csv")
  Results_Full_75_1000_16 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_75_1000_16.csv")
  Results_Full_90_100_2 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_90_100_2.csv")
  Results_Full_90_100_5 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_90_100_5.csv")
  Results_Full_90_100_8 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_90_100_8.csv")
  Results_Full_90_100_16 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_90_100_16.csv")
  Results_Full_90_1000_2 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_90_1000_2.csv")
  Results_Full_90_1000_5 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_90_1000_5.csv")
  Results_Full_90_1000_8 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_90_1000_8.csv")
  Results_Full_90_1000_16 <- read_csv("~/Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/Output 
Dataframes/Output Dataframes as csv/Results_Full_90_1000_16.csv")
}

#### Dataframe Reshape ####

{
  Results.new <- rbind(Results_Full_50_100_2, Results_Full_50_100_5, Results_Full_50_100_8, 
Results_Full_50_100_16, Results_Full_75_100_2, Results_Full_75_100_5, Results_Full_75_100_8, 
Results_Full_75_100_16, Results_Full_90_100_2, Results_Full_90_100_5, Results_Full_90_100_8, 
Results_Full_90_100_16, Results_Full_50_1000_2, Results_Full_50_1000_5, Results_Full_50_1000_8, 
Results_Full_50_1000_16, Results_Full_75_1000_2, Results_Full_75_1000_5, Results_Full_75_1000_8, 
Results_Full_75_1000_16, Results_Full_90_1000_2, Results_Full_90_1000_5, Results_Full_90_1000_8, 
Results_Full_90_1000_16)
  
  Results.accuracy <- Results.new[c(1:5, 8, 11, 14, 17, 20)]
  Results.sensitivity <- Results.new[c(6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21)]
  Results.specificity <- Results.new[c(7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22)]
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  Results.acc.long <- melt(Results.accuracy, id = c("iteration", "d", "n.1", "n.2"),
                           measured = c("LDA", "QDA", "CART", "Forest", "SVM", "BART"),
                           value.name = "Accuracy", variable.name = "Method")
  
  Results.sens.long <- melt(Results.sensitivity, id = c(),
                            measured = c("LDA", "QDA", "CART", "Forest", "SVM", "BART"),
                            value.name = "Sensitivity", variable.name = "Method")
  
  Results.spec.long <- melt(Results.specificity, id = c(),
                            measured = c("LDA", "QDA", "CART", "Forest", "SVM", "BART"),
                            value.name = "Specificity", variable.name = "Method")
  
  Results.all.long <- cbind(Results.acc.long, Results.sens.long, Results.spec.long)
  Results.Final.long <- Results.all.long[c(1:6, 8, 10)]
  
  Results.Final.long$Sample <- Results.Final.long$n.1 + Results.Final.long$n.2
}

#### Importing Final Dataframe ####

{
  group_class_output_long <- read_sav("Desktop/Data Sets/Small Group Classification - Base Study/SPSS 
Data/Small_group_classification_output_long.sav")
  
  group_class_output_long$Method <- as.factor(group_class_output_long$Method)
  group_class_output_long$d <- as.factor(group_class_output_long$d)
  group_class_output_long$Sample_Size <- as.factor(group_class_output_long$Sample)
  group_class_output_long$Group_Size <- as.factor(group_class_output_long$Group_Size)
}

#### ANOVA Across All Conditions ####

{
  ma <- lm(Accuracy ~ d + Group_Size + Method + Sample_Size + d*Sample_Size + d*Group_Size + 
Sample_Size*Group_Size + d*Method + Sample_Size*Method + Group_Size*Method + d*Sample_Size*Group_Size +
d*Group_Size*Method + Sample_Size*Group_Size*Method + d*Sample_Size*Group_Size*Method, data = 
group_class_output_long)
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  anova(ma)
}

{
  maaov <- aov(Accuracy ~ d + Group_Size + Method + Sample_Size + d*Sample_Size + d*Group_Size + 
Sample_Size*Group_Size + d*Method + Sample_Size*Method + Group_Size*Method + d*Sample_Size*Group_Size +
d*Group_Size*Method + Sample_Size*Group_Size*Method + d*Sample_Size*Group_Size*Method, data = 
group_class_output_long)

etaSquared(ma, type = 3, anova = TRUE)
}

{
  msens <- lm(Sensitivity ~ d + Group_Size + Method + Sample_Size + d*Sample_Size + d*Group_Size + 
Sample_Size*Group_Size + d*Method + Sample_Size*Method + Group_Size*Method + d*Sample_Size*Group_Size + 
d*Group_Size*Method + Sample_Size*Group_Size*Method + d*Sample_Size*Group_Size*Method, data = 
group_class_output_long)

  anova(msens)
}

{
  msensaov <- aov(Accuracy ~ d + Group_Size + Method + Sample_Size + d*Sample_Size + d*Group_Size + 
Sample_Size*Group_Size + d*Method + Sample_Size*Method + Group_Size*Method + d*Sample_Size*Group_Size +
d*Group_Size*Method + Sample_Size*Group_Size*Method + d*Sample_Size*Group_Size*Method, data = 
group_class_output_long)

  etaSquared(msensaov, type = 3, anova = TRUE)
}

{
  mspec <- lm(Specificity ~ d + Group_Size + Method + Sample_Size + d*Sample_Size + d*Group_Size + 
Sample_Size*Group_Size + d*Method + Sample_Size*Method + Group_Size*Method + d*Sample_Size*Group_Size +
d*Group_Size*Method + Sample_Size*Group_Size*Method + d*Sample_Size*Group_Size*Method, data = 
group_class_output_long)

  anova(mspec)
}

{
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  mspecaov <- aov(Accuracy ~ d + Group_Size + Method + Sample_Size + d*Sample_Size + d*Group_Size + 
Sample_Size*Group_Size + d*Method + Sample_Size*Method + Group_Size*Method + d*Sample_Size*Group_Size +
d*Group_Size*Method + Sample_Size*Group_Size*Method + d*Sample_Size*Group_Size*Method, data = 
group_class_output_long)

  etaSquared(mspecaov, type = 3, anova = TRUE)
}


